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NYSRSAS LAUNCHES NEW WEBSITE
Gene Goldwasser
We are pleased to announce that
our association has launched a website
designed to help us communicate
more effectively with our members. To
access the website, please key in the
following address http://nysrsas.org/.
Once you’re on the website, it would
be advisable to create a “bookmark”
for easy access in the future.
The website was designed by a
committee of our members – Ken Forman, Pat Galaskas, Gene Goldwasser, Jeff Hollander, Corine
Lipset-Huberman and Stu Mortman in collaboration with
Wingman Planning, a company specializing in website design. In addition to the website, we have established a
LISTSERV that will allow us to communicate e-mail alerts
directly to you regarding legislative and other time sensitive
information.
When you visit the website, you’ll note “buttons” you
can click on that will provide you with current and past issues of our newsletter, minutes of the most recent as well
as past executive board meetings, and announcements of
meetings or upcoming events. There is also a “Take Action”
button, which provides important information for retirees
and suggests ways to make your voice heard. Links to other

organizations that focus on retiree concerns are provided
here as well.
Also included is a “Member Publications” button at
the top of the page. If you have published a book or article
and would want other members to know of it, we will gladly list it in the Member Publications section. Just e-mail the
details and we’ll include it.
Please use our new e-mail address, info@nysrsas.org
or call the office at 631 761-5451 to communicate with us.
We will respond to your questions and/or concerns in a
timely manner. Please share your opinions or points-ofview about articles appearing in our newsletter or any ideas
about the direction the organization should take or positions we should support. This fall we will hold a member
forum to discuss the “State of the Association” and your
input would not only be valued, but also desired. You will
receive notice of the date through an e-mail alert. It will
also appear in the announcement section of the website.
With the launch of the NYSRSAS website, LISTSERV,
and new e-mail address, NYSRSAS is well positioned to focus on the concerns of our members and provide information, links, and support in a meaningful and timely fashion. Let us know how we’re doing and if we’re achieving our
goals.

MEDICARE PART D
Stu Mortman
Medicare Part D, designed to provide enhanced prescription-drug coverage for seniors, went into effect in January 2006. Most Americans agree that affordable drug coverage under Medicare has been needed for some time. But
instead of a solution to a growing problem, Congress gave
the country a prescription-drug plan that achieves few of its
original goals. The current problems with Medicare Part D
are largely the direct result of the undemocratic way in
which the plan was authored and passed. The final legislation, heavily influenced by drug-company and health insurance lobbyists, focused mainly on the needs of those industries instead of those of the seniors it should serve.
The New England Journal of Medicine reported that
serious conflicts of interest on the part of the bill's primary

authors were common. The chairman of
the Commerce Committee, Representative Billy Tauzin (R-La.), co-authored the
bill while negotiating a $2-million-peryear job as a lobbyist for the Pharmaceutical Research and Manufacturers of
America (PhRMA), the drug industry's
trade organization. The top Republican
aide on a subcommittee involved in
writing the legislation also left his position soon afterward to lobby for PhRMA. Thomas Scully, the administration's top Medicare official, understated the program's projected cost by $134 billion, and when the chief
(continued on page 3)
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NYSRSAS

MEMBERSHIP BENEFITS

EXECUTIVE BOARD

Always identify yourself as a NYSRSAS Member
whenever using the following benefits.

Jack Zamek

Eugene Goldwasser, President
Joseph Quinn, 1st Vice President
Elliott Kigner, 2nd Vice President
Jack Zamek, Treasurer, Benefits
Pat Galaskas, Recording Secretary

Sterling Optical.
Sure Sight eye care plan at
800-Eyes-789 (800-393-7789)
MVCP pre-negotiated new and used autos,
at 800-345-0990.
Decide on the make and model as well as features you
want and then call MVCP . They’ll contact a dealer and negotiate the lowest possible price for you.

COMMITTEE CHAIRS
Martin Mandelker, Education
Stewart Mortman, Legislation
Jeff Hollander, Membership
Corine Lipset-Huberman, Newsletter
David Long & Stan Opas, Publicity

auto-price-finder.com & truecar.com
Get a free price quote on the make and
model of the vehicle you want.

MEMBERS AT LARGE

Car Rentals.
 Avis Worldwide at 800-352-7900,
Rate code AWD S 061700.
(if trouble with discount code, call 800-831-8000)
 Alamo at 800-354-2322,.
Discount rate code 706768.

Vincent Deland
Ken Forman
George Pincus
Lynn Pombonyo
Francesca Ciolino-Volano
John Wallace

Southwest Airlines
at 800-435-9792
(20-50% discounts
for travelers over age 65)

We welcome your comments on articles or current issues.
To start a discussion, contact us at

info@nysrsas.org

Eastern Dental Plan [EDP]
This is a discounted dental program.
Phone 631-272-5230
Identify yourself as a NYSRSAS member for
best discount rates. Select from hundreds of
dentists on Long Island.
Also: vision plan, pet discount drugs, hearing plan. .

Look for Our New Web Page!
http://nysrsas.org
2013-14
Executive Board Meeting Dates

United Health Programs of America –
Identify yourself as a NYSRSAS member for dental and chiropractic rates.
Hugh Marasa, one of our members, is one of their agents
Ask for him.
Phone UHP @ 800-238-3884

Members are invited to attend Executive Board meetings.
If you are able to join us, please call 631-761-5451 so we
can arrange for seating. Meeting dates for the coming
year are as follows:
Wednesday, September 18

Family Assist Net provides 10-15% discounts
for nursing home care or assisted living care.
Phone 518-482-3509.

Wednesday, December 18
Wednesday, March 26
Wednesday, June 18

For additional hints for discounts in other areas,
visit our website:

Meetings begin at 10:00 a.m. and are held at the CAS offices, 490 Wheeler Road, Suite 280, Hauppauge, NY 11788.

http://nysrsas.org/benefits
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Medicare Part D
(cont’d from page 1)
actuary of the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services
(CMS) objected, Scully reportedly threatened to fire him if
he shared his estimate with Congress. Soon after the legislation passed, Scully resumed his career as a health care
industry lobbyist.
Congresswoman Louise M. Slaughter (D-NY), writing
for the New England Journal of Medicine, states that when
the conference report was brought to the House for a vote,
members were given less than one day to read the 850page bill, a violation of House rules. When the vote was
called at almost 3 a.m., voting Democrats stood unanimously with 22 Republicans in opposing the legislation. Had the
vote been gaveled down in the customary 15 minutes, the
bill would not have passed. So the Republican leadership
held the vote open for a record three hours while
attempting to change the outcome — through intimidation
and other tactics that, again, violated House rules. Finding
itself with a narrow lead at 5:53 a.m., the Republican leadership immediately brought the vote to a close.
The 11 largest drug companies (Pfizer, Johnson &
Johnson, Novartis, Merck, Roche, Sanofi-Aventis, GlaxoSmithKline, Abbott Laboratories, AstraZeneca, Eli Lilly and
Bristol-Myers Squibb) took $711.4 billion in profits over the
last 10 years, according to an analysis of corporate filings by
Health Care for America Now (HCAN). The global pharmaceutical industry derived much of that profit from the significant changes to the Medicare Part D prescription drug
program for seniors and people with disabilities. Thanks in
part to inflated costs paid by the Part D program, the 11
drug companies booked $76.3 billion in profits in 2006 – an
extraordinary 34% increase from the previous year, when
Part D was not yet in place. The drug companies' annual
profits reached $83.9 billion in 2012, a 62 percent jump
from 2003. Medicare, the largest purchaser in the world’s
drug market, is prohibited by law from negotiating better
drug prices. Therefore the drug companies hold the power
to charge America's consumers whatever they want. And
unlike other industries, such as Big Oil, drug companies get
something even better than a tax subsidy, they get a government program.
Americans pay the highest drug prices in the world.
“The drug industry’s profits are excessive as a result of
overcharging American consumers and taxpayers,” said
Ethan Rome, HCAN’s Executive Director. According to
Americans for Tax Fairness, Pfizer paid no U.S. tax from
2010 to 2012 while earning $43 billion worldwide. Instead of paying taxes it received $2.2 billion in federal tax
refunds. Ruben Burks, Secretary–Treasurer of the Alliance
for Retired Americans said, “If only Pfizer were the exception and not the rule.”
We pay significantly more than any other country for
the exact same drugs. Per capita drug spending in the U.S. is

about 40 percent higher than in Canada, 75 percent greater
than in Japan and nearly triple the amount spent in Denmark. The drug companies, of course, say they have no
choice and need to charge
these prices to pay for research that enables them
to innovate and develop
new drugs that save our
lives. The truth is that half
of the scientifically innovative drugs approved in the
U.S. from 1998 to 2007
resulted from research at
universities and biotech
firms, not big drug companies. And despite their
rhetoric, drug companies
spend 19 times more on
marketing than on research and development.
Simply empowering Medicare to get the same bulk
purchasing discounts on prescription drugs as state Medicaid programs would save the federal government $137
billion over 10 years, according to the Congressional Budget Office. This proposal has been supported by President
Obama and is in the House Democrats' budget plan. It is
reportedly in the president's 2014 budget plan as well.
The Secretary of Health and Human Services ought to
negotiate directly for lower drug prices. But more broadly,
we must reform the way our government does business.
Accountability and transparency must be returned to Congress, and free debate and consideration of critical issues
must be restored to its halls. When it comes to addressing
our country's fiscal challenges, we shouldn't even talk
about cutting Medicare or any services people depend on.
Instead, we should eliminate indefensible special-interest
tax breaks and subsidies for big corporations that don’t
need them.
Food for Thought
The instinctive need to be the member of a closely knit
group fighting for common ideals may grow so strong that
it becomes inessential what these ideals are.
Konrad Lorenz
Idealism is the noble toga that political gentlemen drape
over their will to power.
Aldous Huxley
It is impossible for ideas to compete in the marketplace if
no forum for their presentation is provided or available.
Thomas Mann
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Our June luncheon provided opportunities to enjoy renewing acquaintances and “catching up” with friends.
At the General Meeting, we also introduced our new website. Visit us at www.nysrsas.org to see these photos in color!
Elliott, Jeff, Vince & Ray

Lynn, Corine, & Francessca
Bill & John

Anna and Marianne

Nat & Pat

Joe with guest
speakder,
Frances Hilliard

Stan, Gene & Arthur

Pat, Marty and Lynn

Vince & Elliott

Ray & Louise
Stu &
Corine
Marty &
Francesca
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Gene with Lynn,
Corine & Francesca
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Medicare and You: An Overview of Your Benefits
and You.
Since most of our members are also enrolled in the
Empire Plan, Ms. Hilliard offered suggestions for those enrolled in both Medicare and Empire. She recommended
that individuals check their medical bills for costs for services that were not performed, as the Affordable Care Act
emphasizes the elimination of fraud and waste. She also
recommended that the coordination of benefits between
Medicare and Empire be monitored as errors may occur.
For those individuals already receiving Social Security benefits, they will automatically be enrolled in Medicare
when attaining the age of 65. For those who reach 65 and
have not already been receiving Social Security benefits,
they must enroll in Medicare. At age 65, Empire requires
that you enroll in Medicare, Part B. If an individual continues to work, Empire is the still the primary insurance coverage and Medicare is secondary; if retired, the reverse is
true.
Not covered under Medicare, Part B are the following: routine dental care, routine foot care (other than diabetic care), hearing aids, extended long-term care, routine
eye care, medical care outside the US, and non-emergency
transportation.
Ms. Hilliard offered many other points of information too numerous to mention here. NYSRSAS members are encouraged to read Medicare and You and avail
themselves of the information therein as well as to utilize
the help line offered. For additional assistance, the Medicare Rights Center has a helpline (800-333-4114) and a
website www.medicareinteractive.org.

At our General Meeting/Luncheon on
June 19th, our featured speaker was Frances
Hilliard of the Medicare Rights Center, an organization dedicated to helping individuals
understand their rights and benefits under
the Medicare program. Ms. Hilliard is also a
former Professor of Nursing at Nassau Community College.
Ms. Hilliard began her talk by advising everyone to
become very familiar with the 2013 edition of Medicare
and You, as changes to regulations are explained in this
new edition. (If you need a copy of this book, you can obtain it by going to www.medicare.gov.) If you have questions regarding Medicare, she suggested that you call 1800-MEDICARE (1-800-633-4227) and assured us that personnel monitoring the calls are very helpful. Ms. Hilliard
also suggested that Medicare enrollees create a personal
profile at www.MyMedicare.gov, fill out the “Initial Enrollment Questionnaire,” and manage personal information,
personal drug list and pharmacy information, and track
Medicare claims and Part B deductible status on this site.
A component of the Affordable Care Act is the emphasis on preventive care. Thus, Medicare, Part B will cover the cost of certain vaccines such as influenza, pneumonia, and hepatitis B for people at high or medium risk. The
shingles vaccine and the administration of the vaccine are
covered under different parts of the plan. New additions
to coverage are: alcohol misuse counseling, cardiovascular
disease behavioral therapy, depression screening, and obesity screening and counseling. For a complete listing of covered expenses under Part B, see pp. 32-47 of Medicare

[Above] Corine and Jeff checked the
minutes of the April meeting.
[Left] Joe and Jack were all smiles
after Jack’s Treasurer’s report.

The June luncheon was preceded by
the regular meeting of the NYSRSAS
Executive Board.
Above [left to
right]: Jeff, Pat and Gene.

Ken Forman presented our new website
and was enthusiastically received by
[right] Joe, Elliott and
David
[left] Joe, David and
Vincel .
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Book Review: TAKE OFF YOUR HAT AND SPIT OUT YOUR GUM:
A TEACHER’S MEMOIR - by Melinda Ehrlich
Francesca Ciolino-Volano
“Maxwell Vacational High School,” Melinda was overcome
by the smell of permanent hair wave solution at first, then
amazed to discover it was an all-girls’ school with its cosmetology department on the main floor. She was hired on
the spot to fill an English vacancy. New to Maxwell, she
soon learned that on Fridays the cosmetology shop was
open to teachers for beauty treatments. Ms. Ehrlich’s
standing rule with students was, “If you can’t write a complete sentence in my class, you’re not
touching my hair!”
Melinda taught at the “High
School for Hair and Nails,” as she puts it,
for seven years faced with unmotivated
students and extreme overcrowding. She
describes having to teach class in the
student cafeteria right before lunch periods, due to lack of classroom space. “Imagine teaching The
Diary of Anne Frank, a book that required sensitivity and
concentration as we competed with a medley of cafeteria
sounds—mashing and chopping and tossing the tuna.” Ms.
Ehrlich requested a bullhorn to remind her students that
although they were in the cafeteria, there would be no
eating in class! She also took issue with the school’s policy
of “social promotion” where students graduated whether
they were academically prepared or not. Her teaching ethics often conflicted with the administrative procedures in
place at the time.
In spite of it all, Melinda enjoyed her years at Maxwell as “good to the last drop.” On more than one occasion
her car had been broken into, radio or battery stolen; however, one afternoon en route to her purple Plymouth Duster, Melinda was mugged. Her gold chain was ripped from
her neck by an unknown individual, and then and there,
Melinda decided to leave her job at Maxwell for a safer
neighborhood.
Richmond Hill High School in Queens (the one with
the “natatorium”) followed Maxwell Vocational. Like a true
professional, Melinda took on English and film classes,
grade advising, the school newspaper, and whatever extracurricular openings came her way. She seemed to excel at
everything, and in the process, developed deep affection
for her students. But the English department staff was another story. Although Melinda has nothing but praise and
respect for Nettie Silver, her first English chairperson at
RHHS, some of the faculty left much to be desired. In Chapter Seven, “Dramatis Personae of Richmond Hill High
School,” Melinda mentions an English teacher known only
as A.H., an embittered, negative man who never should
have chosen teaching as a profession. Although of IrishAmerican descent, A.H. had
(continued on page 7)

By the time Bel Kaufman’s novel Up the Down
Staircase was published in 1965, she had already taught for
twenty years in the New York City school system; however,
she managed to depict the experiences of an idealistic, starry-eyed, first-year English teacher named Sylvia Barrett with
candor and humor. Her novel later became a film, and even
required reading for education courses offered at the time.
In 1971, a young teacher, not unlike Sylvia Barrett,
began her career in the New York City school system,
armed with her teaching license, passion for English, and
desire to make a difference. From the first moment
Melinda Ehrlich stepped into the classroom, she began to
take notes of her experiences, not just for the first days of
her teaching career, but for the next thirty-three and a half
years in a profession that she loved, most of the time.
Shortly after her retirement in 2005, Melinda Ehrlich
had lunch with Bel Kaufman, her inspiration, at an upscale
Manhattan restaurant. I can only imagine the conversation
between the two women. At the time Ms. Kaufman was 94.
(She is now 102 and going strong!) Ms. Ehrlich was in the
early stages of compiling the notes for her teaching memoir
and eager to learn whatever she could from the seasoned
Ms. Kaufman. Seven years later, Take Off Your Hat and Spit
Out Your Gum: A Teacher’s Memoir by Melinda Ehrlich, was
published!
When I first read the book, I had an unfair advantage:
Melinda and I had been colleagues at Richmond Hill High
School in the 1980’s, both in the same English department,
and so I was familiar with many of the individuals portrayed
in the chapters on the Richmond Hill scene. (I could have
added some insights of my own!) This review highlights
some of the good, bad, and ironic teaching moments of
Melinda Ehrlich’s career.
Just as Bel Kaufman’s title for Up the Down Staircase
originated from a memo to teachers regarding staircase
usage, Take Off Your Hat and Spit Out Your Gum were Ms.
Ehrlich’s directions at the beginning of every English class to
students who usually wore hats and chewed gum as a rule
throughout the school. Eventually, Richmond Hill High
School adopted a no hat, no gum policy, but by then it had
become Melinda’s personal mantra.
The book begins with Ms. Ehrlich’s substitute experiences at I.S. 55 where she taught English classes, as well as
out-of-license math classes. In the early 70’s, many young
men hoped to fill teaching posts until the draft and the Vietnam War were over, so jobs were at a premium. Eventually in 1973, Melinda happened to drive by a school in East
New York, Brooklyn, and decided to stop in. It was William
H. Maxwell Vocational High School. In the chapter entitled
6
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BOOK REVIEW (cont’d from page 6)
an African-American young man made this comment: “All
those white guys looked alike. It was so confusing.”
In its sixteen chapters, Take Off Your Hat and Spit
Out Your Gum is more than a series of personal anecdotes
and student vignettes: it’s a cultural retrospective about
educational, historical, and technological changes; it’s a
flashback to C.R.M.D. classes, RCT exams, Scope and Sequence, and Delaney cards; but most importantly, it’s a
story about the evolution of an educator. Melinda Ehrlich
advises newcomers to the profession that “if your heart
and skills are in the right place, your students will thank
you—in their own special ways.” Just ask Peter Fasanelli
and Darren Franz, two former alumni of Ms. Ehrlich’s Writer’s Workshop, 1983. You’ll have to read the book to find
out.
With all due respect, Ms. Kaufman, it’s time to move
over. You mentored your student well and for that reason,
there’s a new writer in town.

an impressive repertoire of Yiddishisms, complete with
perfect pronunciation. Once asked about his amazing gift
of language, A.H. admitted, “When you teach in the Board
of Ed as long as I have, you learn YSL—Yiddish as a Second
Language.” According to Melinda, he “never managed to
utter anything positive in either language.”
Perhaps Ms. Ehrlich’s film (or is it “flim”?) class, had
the most entertaining movie reviews. The following were
excerpted from actual student work:
> It’s a pity to see so many violent scenes in the
movies today. I think they should be illuminated.
> On Windwalkers: “During WW II the Japanese
broke U.S. coeds.”
> The wolf in Dances With Wolves is named Two
Socks. After viewing the film, a student wrote in her review, “The wolf’s name is Tube Socks.”
> I don’t like movies with subtits.
> After viewing In the Heat of the Night, Sean,

CONTROVERSY: HERE

AND

ABROAD
Howard Pierson

and children. Meanwhile, the status quo remains and it is a
disaster.
Other issues remain controversial as well, such as
the controversy regarding same-sex marriage, resulting in
costly state-by-state battles. Only 12 states allow such
unions.
Some must be enthralled by Germany’s foreign intelligence agency’s decision to keep secret some of its records on Adolf Eichmann, the architect of the Nazi Holocaust. The German court ruled that the Federal Intelligence Service was within its right to block out passages
from the files sought by a journalist who wants to show
that West German authorities knew in the 1950s that Eichmann had fled to Argentina after World War II, having arranged for more than a million Hungarian Jews to be killed
by the Schutzstaffel SS in 1944. I personally believe that
there still are former Nazis in prominent and authoritative
jobs in Germany, so that it would embarrass them if the
Eichmann files mentioned them.
Controversy -- not just in the U.S. but world-wide.
Perhaps more so than ever before. Likely as not this article
will engender controversy among our readers. Please feel
free to respond.

There is a lot of controversy where I
live about “undocumented aliens” or
“unauthorized immigrants” as there is
nationally. One fellow resident proclaims that Mexicans are sneaking into
Texas and Arizona, taking jobs away
from Americans by working for lower
wages. A female resident asked me if I believed that a man
who killed his mother-in-law should have a trial here or, as
the President would prefer, be deported immediately, without due process. Some of us feel that any young person or
baby who was brought to the U.S. illegally should not be
deported.
“All illegals are crooks and murderers,” some claim.
Some Senators, e.g., Bob Corker of Tennessee and John
Hoeven of North Dakota, would have Congress pay about
$40 billion dollars of our U.S. taxes to add 20,000 Border
Patrol Agents and 700 miles of fencing to the Mexican/ U.S.
border to deter illegal immigration. Perhaps I’m mistaken,
but I also have an intuition that these Senators dislike Hispanics and African-Americans. Many Republicans, however, feel that Republicans can’t get the votes of Hispanic
Americans unless their politicians champion the rights of
such persons.
The New York Times says that 11 million people are
here, living in want, despised by their neighbors, and sometimes murdered by hate-filled “punks.” Other sources say 5
to 12 million. Some Congresspersons would allow some
deportees to return from abroad to join their families.
These pols also want to reform the cruel and corrupted detention system and foster kinder decisions in immigration courts, as well as protection for vulnerable women

Share Your Thoughts
As indicated in this article, controversies abound.
We invite comments from our readers on the views expressed in our newsletter.
Contact us via e-mail (info@nysrsas.org). Letters to
the editor and articles on topics of interest to our members are always welcome.
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PORT CITY PONDERINGS
Joe Marchese
economic neighborhoods.) Toward the end of the lesson
Finn, after asking permission, joins the discussion, compliments the class and the lesson and asks the students if they
ever heard New Hanover called the “ghetto school.” Many
say they did, but disagree with the designation. When he
asks who the most important people in the school are, they
reply, “The students.”
Finn acknowledges the reluctance of his detractors to
approach him but maintains he will listen to any teacher
who comes to him with an idea to address issues that detract from school improvement. If it contributes to the vision of making students leaders of competence, conscience,
and compassion, he will support it. He notes, however, that
often he has to make the call. The article puts it this way,
“Finn knows that mindset won’t please everyone, especially
those whose ‘nests have been feathered.’ But having a
staff vote on every single decision means nothing gets
done. . .” In a recent e-mail to his staff Finn thanks most of
them for their hard work in promoting a change in school
culture, but also criticizes some for what he considers
“unprofessional behavior.” He insists, “. . . resistance to
doing what is best for kids is educational malpractice.”
It will be interesting to see what comes of the grievance against Finn, to discover the specific actions cited in its
42 pages,and to ascertain their validity. Significantly, as I
was just finishing this article, the following letter to the editor from two sophomores at the school appeared in the
StarNews: “There’s been a lot of criticism of New Hanover
High School Principal Todd Finn in recent months by select
faculty and staff members whose views have been picked
up in large part by the local media. However, we feel that
these articles have failed to pick up the students’ perspective of Mr. Finn.
While the city may be mixed in its approval of Mr.
Finn’s New Hanover, our student body is in overwhelming
support of Finn’s recent changes. We students like the new
changes, such as the absence of bells and the Freshman
Academy. Our support can be seen in rising test scores, falling violence levels, and rising graduation and attendance
rates. These facts are irrefutable evidence that Mr. Finn is
doing an excellent job, because what is a principal’s purpose, if not these things? . . . Mr. Finn has the complete
support of his students, which is the most important support to have. Hopefully, his critics in the faculty and elsewhere will come to learn what the students already know
about Mr. Finn.”

It is not unusual for there to be a sense
of anxiety and even dissatisfaction among
some of the established faculty when a new
principal with a different style and philosophy
comes to a school. This situation is wellillustrated in a front page article in the April
18th edition of Wilmington’s StarNews about
Todd Finn, Principal of New Hanover High
School. Originally from Massachusetts, Finn, came to Wilmington in 2011 after North Carolina high school administrative positions in Fayetteville and Bladenboro. He describes his leadership style as “Empowerment, not entitlement, for teachers” and “Making students . . . leaders who
have competence, conscience, and compassion.” According
to the article, “From the start at New Hanover, he changed
things big and small: cutting off the bells that dictated class
changes and putting a heavy emphasis on graduating students. In 2012, Finn worked with teachers to create the
Odyssey Academy, a school within a school concept that
keeps freshmen in a separate academy for their first
year.”
Among the faculty Finn has both detractors and supporters; the school board chairman has heard from both
factions. The school superintendent has seen much support for Finn and his changes. However, the situation recently came to a head when an ESL teacher at the school
for seven years (who is now at another school in the district) filed a 42-page grievance against Finn! The number of
actual grievances contained in the filing has not been released because it is a personnel matter. Thus far, I have
seen several letters in the newspaper from parents supporting Finn. I have not yet seen any from parents opposing
him. Although not specifically mentioned in the article, the
implication seems to be that those opposing Finn come
primarily from some teachers who have been at the school
a number of years. They feel that Finn favors those who
support him while marginalizing those who do not. Finn’s
supporters, including a few who worked under him in other
schools, regard him highly and deem his ideas and changes
innovative.
The article describes a class, with Finn observing, in
which the teacher leads the students in a discussion of the
meaning of ghetto and a ghetto neighborhood to prepare
for their reading the novel Ghetto Nation. (New Hanover,
the oldest of Wilmington’s four high schools, is in an older
section of town and draws many students from lower socio-
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